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Regardless of the capacity and number of used batteries, they will need to be charged at some point. Access to the
electricity grid is not always the case. Newell SDC comes in handy - a small professional charger powered from a USB
socket, equipped with three charging channels and LED status indicator. Compact dimensions The Newell SDC-USB is
probably the smallest charger of this type available for purchase. Its compact dimensions make it easy to pack it with the
rest of the equipment and take it on every journey. Many power options Thanks to the power supply from any USB
port, you can use the device with a laptop, power bank, smartphone charger. It also allows charging while driving. Three
charging channels and security The Newell charger has three independent charging channels, so you can charge your
batteries faster. Advanced controllers regulate the parameters of the charging process, protecting against overheating
and overcharging, ensuring maximum battery life. Charging status information The current status of the device is
indicated by the LED - while charging it lights up red, the end of the process is signaled by the change of the LED color
to green. Many years of experience The Newell brand has been on the market for many years and has a long list of
satisfied
customers among both professionals and photography enthusiasts. The charger is compatible
with GoPro
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system batteries, Newell batteries and other substitutes. Technical parameters â€¢ compatibility: battery: AABAT-01
(GoPro 5, 6, 7) â€¢ included: charger, USB - micro USB power cable (power adapter not included) â€¢ power supply: micro
USB and USB-C 5 V; 2.1 A (min) â€¢ charging current: 3 x 4.4 V; 700 mA â€¢ dimensions of the charger: 7 x 5 x 2.2 cm â€¢
weight: 35 g (without cable) Warranty 24 months
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